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Abstr.st lhis

research repatts the devel-

opmmt of an anline three-tier diagnostk
i nstrument

for pre-u n ive6w students

related to cellular respkation.To date, only
few studies have been conducted to identw
students' alternative conceptian in the
topic of cellular respkation. One of the coilis due to lsck of instrument

ttibuting factots
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devel oped to measute these altemotive
conception*Three-tiet tests arc used as
assessment toals for lecturers to detetmine
st ud e n t s' a he r n ative

an cepti on s relatd

to ceilular respiration and their knowledge

ond understanding about the concepts.The
research incorporates bath qudlitative and

quantitative methods, The instrufirent was
darcloped infwe phases: (1) canstruction
af items, (2) pilot study, (i) validation of instrument, (4) trcnsforming the instrument
into an online ass*smenttool, and (5)the
adminlstration of the Anfine Diagnostic
Tool (ODiT). The Cellular Respiration OD|T
consists af three tiers: answer and reason-

ing tiers to measute "antent knowledge"
and "explanawry knwiedgd rcspaively,
and a third tier that m@swes the lalel
of cmfidence of pre-universry students,
Analysis of the studarts' responses deman-

strated acceptable reliobility and validity

of the instrument.

The research also shaws
thot both students and lecturers benefit

when online diagnastic tests are imple-

mated appropriately.
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lntrodudion
Students Eome to biology class with prior knowledge and this knowledge affects the waylearners perceive new scientific information. Some part
of this knowledge can be different or in confli{t with the information that is
generally accepted by scientists {Mutlu & Sesen, 2016;Taslidere 201 6). The
alternative information maystand in theway of learning biological concepts

in a meaningful way and could possibly obstruct the acquisition of new
knowledge (Lazarowitz & Lieb, 2006). lt is now widely acknowledged that
studentd alternatrve conceptions in biology can impede their leaming and
meaningful understanding of the subject {Anderson, 1 986; Palmer, 2001 ;
Taslidere,20l6). ln this research, altemative conception refers to students'
conceptions that conflictwith scientific information. Biology misconceptions
have been recognized as a major factor affecting students'understanding
of science at the secondary school level with many of these misconceptions
being canied onwardsto the universitylevel (Coll &Treagust, 2003). Research
on students'understanding of cellular respiration revealed an array of misconceptions and inaccurate conceptualizations among secondary school
students (Lazarowitz & Ueb, 20o6; Hatimin & Shamsudin;2016), as well as
pre-service science teachers (Yakisan, 201 6; Galvin, Simmie & OGrad. 201 5).
For instancg a study conducted by Yusof, Halimin, and Shamsudin (2016)

investigated the understanding of diffusion, osmosis, and the particulate
theory of rnatter and found that university students'understanding of the
particulate theory of matter was unsatisfactory. Similarly, Galvin, Simmie,
and OGrady (2015) investigated misconceptions about respiration and
photosynthesir and found an unacceptably high level of misconceptions
among all pre-service teachers and suggested that diagnostic tests can be a
useful entry pointto a pedagogical cycle forthe recogniiion, reduction, and
removal of misconceptions.

